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highly improved pasture was finished as "U. S. Choice" steers
with an average of only 10.5 bushels (840 pounds) snapped corn,
140 pounds cottonseed meal and 0.2 tons hay per head after the
grazing season (4). This is probably less feed than would
normally be required, but 15 bushels (1,200 pounds) of snapped
corn plus a protein supplement and hay should finish a steer
after grazing highly improved pasture during the spring and
summer.

Short-age yearling cattle which gained approximately 200
pounds per head on oats pasture in 112 days required only about
8 bushels (640 pounds) of snapped corn and 150 pounds protein
supplement per head to reach desirable market finish (1). This
is an above-average gain for cattle on oats pasture and more
grain would generally be needed to finish cattle after grazing
oats. However, these results demonstrate that high-quality pas-
ture may be used to reduce materially the quantity of grain
needed to finish cattle.

The value of pasture in reducing the cost of feeder cattle when
placed in dry lot is discussed below in the section on Necessary
Margin.

PLACING CATTLE DIRECTLY ON FEED

Cattle fattened in dry lot are normally a profitable outlet for
home-grown feed. Market prices of both cattle and feed exert
more influence on the outcome of a steer feeding operation if
the cattle are fattened entirely in dry lot than if they are pas-
tured and then finished in dry lot. However, cattle finished in
dry lot sell for a higher market price than cattle coming off
pasture. Feeding steers for at least a short period in dry lot
usually is a profitable practice, but it seems desirable to limit
dry lot feeding to as short a period as possible. This is par-
ticularly true in the Southeast, where grain is much less abun-
dant than, for example, the Corn Belt. Conservatively speak-
ing, twice as much corn is needed to fatten a steer entirely in
dry lot as will be required to finish the same steer after grazing
highly improved pasture.

MARKET OUTLET

Market Grade.-Highly finished, long-fed cattle cannot be
sold to advantage in North Florida at present. Most of the
locally fed beef goes to grocers, who have difficulty selling beef
that is excessively fat. Moreover, the available supply of fat-


